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Ninja vs Samurai is an action-oriented platformer game,
where the player takes the role of the Ninja and must fight
against a series of enemies and obstacles, and find the way
to the secret fortress. With the Ninja Upgrade system, the

ninja has new skills and attributes to get through the
challenges, like the tilt boost, or the jump to attack the
samurai. This new kind of character has his own set of

moves and attributes, but the player must make the choice
of which ninja path to go. Features: Visual Change only. An

action-oriented platformer game. Perform a series of
challenges, and defeat the enemies. During the game, the
ninja changes of his skills and attributes, and can choose
the path that you want to follow. System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows XP, 7, 8 Processor:
1.0 GHz, Intel or AMD Hard disk space: 200 MB free space
Memory: 256 MB RAM Graphics: 256MB Other: Activation
key for game Control pad Recommended Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8 Processor: 1.0 GHz, Intel or AMD Hard
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disk space: 512 MB free space Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 1024MB Other: Activation key for game Control

pad Special thanks to: AndromaliusGames for the Beta Test
and for his ideas. Want to visit the website

www.andromalius.games. User Reviews: "A very fun and
well crafted game, with real visual character, that will last
for a while, and has good pace. Overall, a must have for all

platforms." ~ Leo4Gamer.com (50/100) "The character
customization is extremely well done; I'm not a big fan of

the character progression system, but still, the visual
character change is impressive. The combination of this and

the ninja and samurai theme, as well as the music
soundtrack, really makes this game stand out from the
crowd, bringing it to a higher level than any other ninja

platformer out there." ~ SilentShadow11 "This is a fantastic
game. I just loved the concept of being able to make my

own ninja or samurai out of the humble good old ninja kit in
the game. I got good at making tricks and weapons. I love

the enemies. I love the controls. I love everything

Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja Monkey Skin Features Key:

Two new ninjas!
New features: sprint mode, tag minigames and team skill
Ninja skils: throw, "explode" or "duck" on your foes
New shared Stamina mode: any ninja can now be revived by a teammate
Cloak mode: ninjas enter an energy shell, during which they act like any other boss character
New bloons: monkeys
New maps: found in Japanese cities on a mission pack
New enemy overall: strong ninjas
Completing the map will unlock additional map areas
A large variety of costumes for your ninja and bosses
Costumes that change your skin colour
A variety of accessories in a brand new medium storage
Customize all made-up characters
Stadium mode: up to eight ninjas can play together
Last ninja standing round scoring: one player will be rewarded at the end, depending on how
everyone played
Timed Mode: you can also set it to one hour or any number from 1 hour to 10 hours
Untouched Map: three premium soldiers never leave the map
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Ally Missions: going on a mission with teammates gives you achievements
Ninja Valet: allow your friends to play as your ninjas
Sticking to a ground: ninjas will not ascend above nearby ground surfaces
Runnin' throughout: an overly passionate team high scorer will always carry on
Creative mode: been there, done that, built an awesome ninja suit
Mix-and-Match mode: customize your ninjas with bloon heads
Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja Monkey Skin in the action:
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- ATTACKS: - Single/Two-Hand attack - Slash - Slash with the
Kabuto - Jab - Jab with the Kabuto - Throw Single/Two-Hand
- Deploy secret weapon - (when equipping the Musou) Back-
Crouch - Jump - Jump Backward - Guard - Roll Backward -
Jump Low/Roll Backward Each skill is activated upon a Press
of the Space Bar. The (Jump move is a charge move and will
stop the opponent in mid-air (generally between 2-5
squares away). Movements are limited to 5 squares from
the unit: - Front 5 - Back 5 - Front 4/Back 6 - Back 4/Front 6
- Front 3/Back 7 - Back 3/Front 7 Each way of attack has an
different minimum and maximum range. Each Skill has it's
own critical damage and range. Using critical damage only
resets the timer and re-draws the map. Therefore critical
strike can only be used once per combo. Training Wheels - I
will return to level 5, at which point I started getting
noticeably better. Heavy Duty - I hit level 10 and my turn to
the ninja was 2/2(one jump and one slash). From that point
on, I was able to beat a level 5 team with only 1 turn. I now
make my opponents visit the abyss first and go to level 6,
6.5, and 7 respectively. Daredevil Monkey - At level 17 I
took my characters to max skill. When I started playing
greater numbers of units, the first one hit was on the
second round. The first five levels after that were 2/2. I
usually end up 2/2 then 3/3 or 3/3 then 3/2. I am not sure if
I am exploiting a bug or being lucky. The Monkey on your
team represents a set of skills gained after this milestone. -
Upgrade Ninja: 1)Increase critical 2)Increase charge by 1
3)Increase critical boost by 1 4)Increase the critical range
by 2 5)Increase the range of the jump by 2 6)Increase
number of uses of Jump by 5 7)Increase number of uses of
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Back-Crouch by 1 8)Increase number of uses of Guard by 3
9)Increase number of uses of Roll Back
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What's new in Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja Monkey Skin:

 TD [NEW!] Visit this webpage to download the game. I
highly recommend it.Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja Monkey
Skin TD Canine-SmoothMon, 28 May 2013 14:37:31
+0000Mon, 28 May 2013 14:37:31 +0000 We dont have an
existing plugin for this page (for some reason). If you
wanted to add your dogs here, you can either upload a
standalone version from here or, leave a comment on this
page, and I or another developer will make your dogs in!
To do list for the TDM layer from MSDNThe following is
simply a to do list for the Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja
Monkey Skin TD you can download here. All the numbered
books on this list are available on MSDN here. 1. What's
going on? 2. Where is the source? 3. Where is the
Installation Package? 4. Installing the source CAB file 5.
Adding the map data 6. Installing the package 7. Reference
the CAB file 8. Reference the DLL (if needed). 9. reference
the runtime information (if needed). 10. build and run! 11.
Call Exit() at the end of the app. (If you want to exit from
the app before the end, call Exit0() (which exits without
setting the end event). --- I haven't done this yet, and I'm
not sure if it's needed. But you can just run the app and
see what happens. 12. Visit the website, and find out if
you're messed up. An easier way to manage the install is
through msi.CreateDirectory(folder) will create the
directory for you. This will also means that you don't need
an install of the MSI, and you can still run the app.Any
suggestions?]]>Bloons TD 5 - Samurai Ninja Monkey Skin
TD[EXTRA] [REPACKADD -07 Aug 11] Wed, 11 May 2009
10:42:25 +0000Julyo
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Operating System: Windows XP SP3/Windows
Vista SP2/Windows 7 SP1 Processor: 1 GHz or better
Memory: 256 MB RAM Recommended: Processor: 2 GHz or
better Memory: 512 MB RAM Software Requirements:
Internet connection: MS Access is only available to users
with an active internet connection. All further application
access to the database can only be made if your account
has an active internet connection. MS Access is only
available to users with an active
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